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Minor Incident 22/03/16 12.25 Rotary site Spill Mechanical Failure Rig suffered an oil leak due to a hose connection becoming loose.

Near miss 07/01/16 17.11 Drilling/Minipile site other training 

Reporter advised that the C6 Rig was removing rods from an inlet tunnel. At 1.5 metres, gas was then encountered in the 
tunnel causing venting of the tunnel to the surface. The gas was monitored and found to contain Hydrogen Sulphide. The 

area around the rig was closed until the gas level returns to normal, there was 2 hours of lost time. The Reporter also 
stated that this incident should rectify itself by the morning. 

Minor Incident 26/02/16 13:48 Rotary site Spill maintenance 

Reporter advised whilst extracting casing from Pile 12.2, a main hydraulic hose-pipe burst on the Weldex telescopic 
crawler crane. The crane dumped approximately 100litres of hydraulic oil on the piling mat. Nowhere near any water 
courses or drains. Spillage was contained using spill kits, absorbent mats and granules. This morning, scraped up the 
contaminated ground and put it into the skip for contaminated waste disposal. Skanska General Foreman was made 

aware last night, and Cementation Project Manager (Sam Powrie) has been made aware today.

Minor Incident 03:50 Rotary site Waste training 

Whilst drilling between the south wash towers the crew noticed wood coming up which was causing an unknown 
obstruction. The wood fibres were being mixed with the muck from the drilling process and the muck that was removed 
was sent away as a non-hazardous material to be disposed of at an approved tip (Cranfield Golf Centre). Before being 
tipped the muck was visually inspected and as the muck contained the wood fibres it was rejected resulting in 8 wagons 

returning to site. The muck which came back was segregated from other muck piles and the site is currently awaiting 
approval to have the muck removed.

Near miss 08/03/16 0.46 CFA/DFA site other Lack of training
When unlocking an extension bar the hydraulic hoses became caught under the auger cleaner, when the rig driver raised 

the drill head he snapped off the arm on the side off the drill head causing it to hang down only held in place by the 
hydraulic hoses.

Minor Incident 22/01/16 10.45 CFA/DFA site Spill Wear and Tear During piling operations, the hydraulic hose on the B250 piling rig burst causing hydraulic oil (approx. 10L) spilt onto the 
platform.

Minor Incident 11/02/16 8.00 Rotary site Spill Lack of communication between nighshift 
and dayshift

The day-shift Operative opened a valve on the Bentonite Plant, however unknown to him another valve on the line had 
been opened during the night-shift causing a bentonite spillage on site (Approx. 50L).

Minor Incident 12/02/16 11.20 Driven site Spill Wear and Tear On the Junttan PM20 (B30), it has been noticed that there is a hydraulic leak coming from the main hydraulic system 
causing hydraulic oil to spill onto the platform (approx. 20L). Note: Site Crew are approx. 1000yards from the sea.

Minor Incident 18/02/16 11.40 CFA/DFA site Spill Worn hose Whilst concreting the 3rd pile of the day, a large hydraulic hose burst on the rotary table causing hydraulic oil to spill.

Minor Incident 18/02/16 13.40 Driven site Spill Wear and Tear A hydraulic hose on the Hammer of the B30 burst causing hydraulic oil to spill onto the platform. Approx. 5L of oil 
sprayed across the piling platform during the burst. 

Minor Incident 18/03/16 10.00 Vibro / Ground stab'n site discharge Wear and Tear During operations supervisor noticed a slight leak on the offside of the rig and informed operator to stop works to assess, 
on further investigation it was found to be a split hydraulic hose from the pump.

Minor Incident 22/03/16 10.00 Driven site Spill Wear and Tear Whilst driving a pile, the hydraulic hose burst causing oil to spill (approx. 25L) onto the platform.

Minor Incident 29/03/16 15.00 Driven site Spill Wear and Tear Whilst site were driving a pile, the hydraulic hose burst (this is a different hose to what burst on the 22/03/2016); approx. 
25L of hydraulic oil has spilt onto the platform.

Minor Incident 31/03/16 9.10 Rotary site discharge Hole in bund
Bentonite Operative had a spillage inside his bund, however at one end of the bund there was a hole - which was 

unknown to BBGE - which caused bentonite to seep through the hole and onto the public road. (approx. a couple of litres 
were spilt)

Major Incident 08/03/16 1600.00 Grouting site Spill procedure
grouting of mineworkings. During routine inspection of a stream running through an adjacent ravine it was identified that 

grout had appeared from the ground  and spilled into the stream. it is noted that there were no discernable outlets or 
broken ground from which the grout spilled

Minor Incident 30/03/16 0.30 Perm. Office discharge Management of surface water run off
During an audit of the workplace it was observed small amounts of contaminated water were observed ponding at the 
edge of the plant yard. There was no apparent source that could have caused the contamination. The area has been 

cleaned and regular monitoring is now being undertaken.

Near miss 02/03/16 10:00 Rotary site Spill Hydraulic hoses leak Hydraulic hose leaking on power pack


